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Trio saga
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bell for
super fraud
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US Masters Residential
Property Fund
WHAT IT DOES: This fund, whose responsible entity

is Dixon Advisory, was a 2011 initial public offering
that has so far raised $100 million to buy residential
property in the New York area. It’s listed on the NSX
rather than ASX as it was originally a cashbox and
ASX won’t list cashboxes, but it is aiming for an ASX
listing in July since it now owns 231 houses and 13
apartment blocks. It has just launched a further $50m
capital raising, with scope for another $50m by way
of oversubscriptions.

Superannuants have lost about
$176 million to offshore schemes

The investor’s friend

COSTS: It’s a straight listed entity trading around its
2011 float price of $1.60, although turnover appears
very skinny at the moment.

ANDREW MAIN

NOW that Facebook has traded, should investors
upgrade their ‘‘friend’’ status to something more
intimate?
For a float that happened overnight on the US
Nasdaq, not here, the listing has attracted an
unprecedented amount of airplay. Such is the
ubiquity of the brand that now has 900 million
adherents and is so popular that, as well as being a
noun, it has become a verb, as in ‘‘I’ll Facebook you
when I get home’’.
There isn’t a locally listed alternative in the social
media sector for Facebook, but nor are there local
alternatives to other globally popular websites such
as Google and Ebay.
With a decent broker it’s reasonably easy for local
investors to buy the stock. Alternatives are contracts
for difference offered through CMC Markets or IG
Markets. Taking the ‘‘derivatives’’ concept to the next
level, bookmaker Tom Waterhouse was offering
odds on how the listing would settle on debut, which
confirms the suspicion we would wager on flies
climbing a wall (the favoured outcome, by the way,
was a first-day gain of between 0.01 per cent and 24.9
per cent at odds of $1.80).
Given the US market rout which yesterday had
entered its 11th consecutive session, Mark
Zuckerberg and co did well to edge the IPO price up
from $US35 to as high as $US38 a share, valuing the
stock at $US104 billion.
So we know Facebook is as popular as the Prom
queen, but what about the investment merits?
Facebook last year made a $US1bn profit on
revenue of $US3.8bn. The valuation therefore
implies a quantum leap in ad revenues at a time when
some advertisers (notably General Motors) have
questioned the worth of the medium.

ONE of the many government
reports that arrived during the
week and passed almost unreported was the multi-party
parliamentary report into the
Trio-Astarra superannuation
fraud, and more’s the pity.
We’ve long been told that
those who ignore the lessons of
history are bound to repeat
them, and the Trio report is a
good summary of the biggest
scam yet perpetrated on the
Australian super industry.
The Parliamentary Joint
Committee on Corporations
and Financial Services’ Inquiry
into the Collapse of Trio Capital,
available on the Parliament
House
website,
www.aph.gov.au, is the sort of
cautionary tale that deserves a
wider readership.
The scam started in 2004 after the purchase of a reputable
funds manager, Tolhurst, by a
shadowy group of new owners.
By the time an alert local fund
manager, John Hempton, tipped off Australian Securities &
Investments Commission chairman Tony D’Aloisio in late 2009
about some uncannily smooth
performance figures, about
$176 million of members’ savings had disappeared offshore,
much of it via the British Virgin
Islands, and almost none of it
has been recovered.
The central figure in the drama is Brooklyn-born US lawyer
Jack Flader, who reportedly
works out of Hong Kong but
lives in Thailand. The few
photographs that exist of him
depict a moon-faced character
with an obvious enthusiasm for
lunch, but he is nobody’s fool.
The inquiry launched by
ASIC in 2009 netted one smaller player, Shawn ‘‘Shawnee

AFP

Cash’’ Richard, a Canadian who
was jailed last August for dishonesty with a minimum sentence of 21/2 years, which means
he will be out in February 2014.
ASIC could only obtain enforceable undertakings from
former Trio chairman David
Andrews and directors Rex
Phillpott, Natasha Beck, Keith
Finkelde, and David O’Bryen.
And because Flader has
never set foot in Australia and as
far as most people understand,
his fingerprints are nowhere
near any of the documents so far
found, he isn’t a horse that has
bolted. He’s a horse that appears
to have taken great care never to
have been in the stable.
NSW Supreme Court judge
Peter Garling said Richard had
‘‘used his positions with respect
to Trio (and other companies) to
arrange the transfer of Australian investors’ monies from Trio
managed funds in Australia, to
overseas funds controlled by
Flader. The money was subsequently used to purchase shares
in US companies at inflated
prices, from foreign companies
controlled by Flader.’’
The report makes clear that
even if a scam is spotted and the
regulators swing into action, as
happened in this case, that
doesn’t necessarily nail hides to
the door and it certainly doesn’t
bring money flowing back.
Paul Fletcher, the Liberal MP
for Bradfield who was a member
of the committee, pointed to evidence given by ASIC and Australian Prudential Regulatory
Authority to his committee
about a $40m swap deal between one of the Trio funds, the
ARP Growth Fund, and US broker Bear Stearns. Both regulators said they believed the

WHAT WE LIKE: After all the nosebleed house prices
in cities such as Sydney it’s amazing to see what better
(lower) prices and (higher) yields you can get in
family houses just across the Hudson river from
Manhattan. And investors in the fund don’t have to
file US tax returns, unlike direct individual investors
in US property.
WHAT WE DISLIKE: Truly adventurous investors

should note the fund is hedged, for better or worse.
It’s always a tough decision about hedging, given that
without it you can metaphorically go up the stairs
then fall down the lift shaft, and with it you incur a
cost. And until it lists on the ASX, it’s hard to sell.
LAST WORD: Have a look at the fund’s website —

usmastersresidential.com.au — for more
information about the offering. Real estate tragics
can also look up details of individual properties
bought and prices paid.
JAMES BROOKS

‘Australians with
super and those
with self-managed
superannuation
funds need to be
vigilant, as this
(Trio) episode
demonstrates’

swap contract existed but that
its value fell to zero after Bear
Stearns collapsed in 2008.
‘‘It seems to me to be a very
convenient way of not considering the more plausible explanation that this was fraud,’’ Mr
Fletcher said, noting other market experts told the committee
that even after Bear Stearns collapsed, its liabilities were assumed by JPMorgan and the
swap contract would have retained value. He said the case
highlighted what a tempting
target Australia’s super savings
pool represents.
‘‘I’m hopeful the report has
shone a light on this episode and
will spur the minister (Superannuation Minister Bill Shorten)
into further action as the report
has recommended.

PAUL FLETCHER
FEDERAL LIBERAL MP

‘‘Australians with super savings and in particular those with
self-managed superannuation
funds need to be vigilant, as this
episode demonstrates.’’
Both the report, and a near
simultaneous consumer protection report from corporate
governance specialist Richard
St John, said it would not be
practicable for SMSF trustees to
be afforded the same level of
protection against loss as is
given to members in APRAsupervised funds.
To date, only the members of
the latter have received any
compensation, about $55m. The
285 investors who had gone in
via SMSFs have not been compensated, though many of them
followed their financial advisers’
advice to buy the Trio funds.

Ready and waiting
The heady earnings multiple also looks out of
whack with the earlier valuations ascribed to our
digital stocks such as Seek, Wotif and Trade Me.
What also troubles your columnist is whether
Facebook, which has been around for eight years but
it seems longer, can maintain its appeal at a time
when younger users appear to be tiring of
oversharing the minutiae of their less than
fascinating private lives.
And the more Facebook milks from mining the
personal data to push through more advertising, the
less the street cred. According to a survey by British
marketing agency Greenlight, 44 per cent of a sample
of 500 people said they never click on a Facebook ad.
According to CMC Markets, other tech floats such
as Facebook’s suit-and-tie rival LinkedIn and
Groupon performed well on listing and held on to
double-digit gains thereafter.
Given the limited stock on offer, we hazard a guess
that Facebook’s share price status will be somewhere
between reasonable and dazzling. If the Wall Street
hype is correct, the easy gains will be off the table.
If the float fizzles, there may be an opportunity for
Antipodeans, but we wouldn’t bother: the sure-fire
way to share the Zuckerberg billions is to don a
hoodie, lock yourself in the garage and come up with
the Next Big Dotcom Thing.
borehamt@theaustralian.com.au
The Australian accepts no responsibility for stock
recommendations. Readers should contact a
licensed financial adviser. The author does not
hold shares in the stocks mentioned.
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Value to be had outside resources and financials

DAVID PRESCOTT

IN the current market, returns
achieved by Australian stockpickers prepared to ignore
benchmark weightings when
constructing a portfolio are likely to continue to far exceed the
returns generated by indexdriven investors.
The Dow Jones index is on
track to scratch out a small gain
this financial year, up more than
90 per cent since the global
crisis. In fact, the US stockmarket is only 11 per cent off the alltime highs of October 2007.
In contrast, the All Ordinaries index is down more than
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10 per cent this financial year
and at current levels is on track
for another year of negative returns. This will be the third
negative year in the past five, following a 15.5 per cent fall in 2008
and a 26 per cent decline in
2009. The All Ordinaries would
need to rise more than 65 per
cent to regain the highs of 2007.
The US quantitative easing,
low interest rates and other
fiscal initiatives have boosted
consumer confidence and are
driving a recovery in manufacturing, retail sales and housing,
which is flowing through to the
US stockmarket.
There are many reasons for
the Australian stockmarket’s
underperformance, including
marked differences in our central bank policy settings, lacklustre corporate profit growth,
the strength of the dollar and
challenging earnings outlooks
for our two largest industries
(resources and financials).
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RENEE NOWYTARGER

Liberal MP Paul Fletcher releases a report into the Trio collapse earlier this week

An alarming difference between the US stockmarket and
our own is the high industry
concentration in the Australian
market. Despite dramatic recent
falls in value, resources and
financials continue to represent
more than 53 per cent of the
value of the top 100 index.
The concern about this concentration is that the earnings
outlook for these two sectors is
enormously challenging.
Shrinkage in Chinese investment in fixed assets appears to
be imminent, which will ultimately flow through to lower
demand for many of our export
commodities. Couple this with
lower prices as global supply increases and we are looking at a
potentially toxic combination.
The outlook for the banking
sector is equally worrying. For 15
of the past 20 years, Australian
bank shares have been a wonderful place to invest, as they
posted strong earnings and
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dividend growth. Now the combined effects of slowing credit
growth, increased costs of funding and increased competition
have taken their toll.
Bank earnings are likely to
continue to be severely challenged by high loan exposure to
an Australian housing price
bubble and the impact of a very
long-term deleveraging cycle.
Given the vast contribution
of resources and finance to the
index, their performance will
dictate returns generated by the
broader market.
That does not mean there are
not, and will not continue to be,
investment opportunities. The
Australian market continues to
be volatile. There may never
have been a better time to be a
stockpicker. In fact, true value
investors love these market conditions. We expect fear, panic
and volatility to continue and
ultimately that should create
opportunities for stockpickers
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to find well-managed companies generating sustainable earnings that are trading at depressed valuations.
In this situation, identifying
these companies is the key to attractive returns. Investors cannot simply rely on the stockmarket going up.
The 2000 or so companies
listed on the ASX represent an
enormous cross-section of industry, misrepresented by the
top 50 companies.
Investors who are flexible in
their approach and prepared to
scour the full depth and breadth
of the market for opportunities
to invest are at an advantage in
these market conditions.
Now, perhaps more than
ever, is a time for stockpickers
prepared to seek real value and
look outside traditional sectors.
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ANSWER: Superannuation is a tax structure, not a
product. With a few exceptions any investment you
own outside of superannuation, you can own within
superannuation, including term deposits. If your
super fund does not provide this flexibility, perhaps
look around to find one that does.
You can make personal (non-concessional)
superannuation contributions of $150,000 a financial
year or $450,000 every three years. After age 65
there are additional restrictions on contributing.
As your wife is 60, her superannuation can be
transitioned to an allocated pension and the earnings
and the income drawn from the fund are tax free. If
she invests into superannuation and does not
transition to an allocated pension, the earnings
within the fund would be taxed at 15 per cent. By
comparison, her marginal income tax rate will be
34 per cent from July 1. So under either option she
will pay less tax than she presently does outside the
superannuation system.
The downside of an allocated pension while she
continues to work is that she can access only 10 per
cent of the funds invested as a lump sum without
meeting a condition of release.
So if she needs more than $39,000 as a lump sum
in a tax year, don’t put that amount into an allocated
pension unless she plans to meet a condition of
release in the near future.
You need to weigh up the restrictions in
superannuation of accessing funds for the benefit of
paying less tax.
ANDREW HEAVEN

ONLINE Visit the Wealth section at

www.theaustralian.com.au to send your questions,
which will be answered by Andrew Heaven, an
AMP financial planner at Wealth Partners
Financial Solutions

David Prescott is a director and
portfolio manager at Lanyon
Asset Management

Sydney

Question: My wife is 60 and intends
to continue working two days a
week earning about $35,000 a year.
She has $90,000 in superannuation
and has inherited $300,000. What’s
best, to keep that in term deposits or
maximise superannuation
opportunities? She wishes access to
lump-sum withdrawals in due course
to help our children buy property.
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Do green shoots
in the US spell dark
times for gold?

One platform. More ways to trade gold. Australia. The world markets.

Will China’s
slowdown give gold
its second wind?
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Trade the widest range of gold products, all from one account.
Spot gold in foreign currencies including USD, JPY, HKD, EUR and AUD. Trade gold-tracking ETFs on
exchanges around the world. Access CFDs in gold and mining companies. Capitalise on gold Futures
and Options on spot gold. Make your best call and trade your way.
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No compromise.

saxomarkets.com.au 1300 660 734
Saxo Capital Markets (Australia) Pty Ltd (ABN 32 110 128 286) (AFSL 280372) Consider our PDS and T&Cs available via www.saxomarkets.com.au. Trading in leveraged products carries a significant level of risk and is not suitable for all investors, please seek expert advice. SX1242H.

